
GDOG ($GDOG) is a fun, community-focused 
cryptocurrency with unique tokenomics to fuel it’s growth.
Every hodler is automatically entered into the big $GDOG 
LOTTERY where prizes are given out at price milestones to 
randomly selected holders. 

The Rise of G Dog



SAFU

Most Safest Dog Coin!

KYC + AUDIT + SAFU

Liquidity lock 365

All project Tokens 
locked for minimum 

30 days

No liquidity control

No Blacklist

https://twitter.com/gdogcoin https://topgdog.com/ https://t.me/gdogofficial
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$GDOG aims to grow bigger and stronger than any other member of 
his dog meme family and this is why he has a 10% fee on buy and sell 
transactions.

1% of the taxfee is reserved for abused dogs, especially pitbulls as they 
face systemic, relentless abuse and neglect. They’re seen as macho 
status symbols—they’re taunted, abused, used as show pieces—and 
they pay a heavy price.

2% of the taxfee is distributed amongst our $GDOG holders with every 
transaction. All rewards are paid our in stable coins (BUSD)

4% Marketing(4%) 

3% liquidity pool - LP Tokens sent to dead dead address

TRANSPARENT & HONEST

10 Buy & Sell TAX
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TOPGDOG With A Very 
Unique Offer!
We believe that utilities offered by memecoins are all fake 
promises and are designed to create an illusion that you are 
investing in a coin with utility, while 99% of these coins are 
never making you any money. We are doing things differently. 
We have the standard 2% holder rewards like the most 
memecoins have, but besides that, we have something very 
unique! All our holders will earn an additional 10% of the NET 
income of GDOG from any sale of our own brand GDOG FOOD 
for bigger dogs! With other words … you will also own a piece of 
our Dogfood company. We are expecting to launch our brand 
by the end of this year.

$GDOG Will Become The Number One Dog Coin In The Meme Space!
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TOKENDISTRIBUTION
(ALL PROJECT TOKENS LOCKED for MINIMUM 30 DAYS)

Presale Marketing & 
Exchanges

Development Vested Team Tokens

Reserves Locked 
for 1 year

Community 
Rewards

33% 10%

7% 10%

20% 20%
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MOONMAP

PHASE 1

Hustle training
GDOG was put into Hustle training as soon as he 
was born by his boss. After days of training it was 
easy to see he was a natural and so he earned his 
G license. While he was still just a baby he was 
being prepared for his first rocket launch to the 
moon and leave every other dog coins far behind. 
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PHASE 2

First Mission
After his first kill of the neighbour's cat, he got 
an offer he could not resist. Becoming the 
dominating dog in the meme space and 
making many people rich with the launch of 
his own token to proof his boss Andrew Tate 
that he is worthy to be his dog 
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PHASE 3

Second Mission
After only a couple of weeks while $GDOG 
becomes bigger and more powerfull, more people 
are getting onboard of the G Train. GDOG is 
inspired and determined to go where no dog has 
gone before and bring his holders with him to blast 
off once again. 
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PHASE 4

Refuelling
GDOG expects to reach 5.000 holders and 
journey half way to the moon before needing 
to refuel. There have been reports that GDOG is 
working closely with Andrew Tate's University 
program to enable refueling in orbit at the half 
way mark. In the mean time GDOG’s team will 
gather support from Exchanges like Binance, 
FTX, Kucoin and other exchanges to keep the 
operation in full flow and spread the word. 
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PHASE 5

Moon Landing
GDOG expects to reach over 10000 holders by the 
time he reaches the moon. By this point GDOG will 
continue to evolve as the community grows so 
make sure you tag along for the ride and enjoy the 
wealth growth with GDOG. 
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